
e Treatment Room

WAXING

 Leg wax          71£ 
 Leg wax £21        

Full Leg wax £27        
Full Leg wax and Bikini line   £33     
Bikini line wax £11            
Under arm wax    £11         
Lip and chin wax  £16          
Lip or chin wax £10      
Eyebrow wax £10       
Arm wax from £17       

BODY TREATMENTS

Aromatherapy   75 minutes £50       
Body massage   60 minutes £44        
Back massage  30 minutes £32         
Full body hot stone  60 minutes £47        
Back, neck and                                  
shoulder hot stone  30 minutes £34   

   

Courses, pay for 4 treatments and receive 
5th Free of Charge

ELECTROLYSIS

Per 15 minutes £15

All body treatments use Eve Taylor 
high-quality aromatherapy products

FACIALS 

All the facials use Eve Taylor products which are 
aromatherapy-based and of a very high quality.      
The products will intensely exfoliate, moisturise, 
smooth and protect the skin using different 
blends of essential oils. 

23£LAICAF LAITNESSE

A prescriptive facial tailored to your current skin 
condition to achieve the best skin possible.  Aromatherapy 
products are selected to deeply cleanse, gently exfoliate 
and prepare the skin ready to absorb aromatic massage 
oils and luxurious masques.  45 minutes

ULTRA BRIGHT FACIAL £37

Illuminate and brighten dull, lacklustre, pigmented skin 
with ultra-bright facial. Professional resurfacing smooths 
and softens the skin ready for the infusion of vitamin C-
rich serums and speciality masques.  60 minutes

SKIN QUENCHING FACIAL £37

Restore the youthful glow to your skin with our skin-
quenching facial. Plumps the skin and softens fine lines 
with moisture infusing hydrators. Ideal for both parched, 
post-holiday skin and to prep skin before summer 
getaways.  60 minutes

24£LAICAF EVISNETNI

Taking skin care one step further, this treatment uses 
intensive exfoliants to resurface the skin leaving it  
smooth and soft. Using potent aromatic essential oil 
blends, powerful targeted serums and speciality masques 
customised to achieve intensive results, this treatment  
will leave your skin glowing.  75 minutes

EYE TREATMENTS           
  

Eyelash tint             £15 
Eyebrow tint             £10 
Eyelash and Eyebrow tint                            £21  
Eyebrow shape            £11

HAND AND FOOT

Manicure           £23
Shape the nails and tidy the cuticles, followed by a 
relaxing hand and arm massage and finish with a    
nail polish

Manicure with gel polish          £32

Geleration hands          £22    
Shape nails, push back cuticles and apply gel polish

 

Luxury Pedicure with Heated Booties £35 

Pedicure          £30 
Shape nails, tidy cuticles, remove hard skin and a relaxing    
foot and leg massage, finish with a nail polish

Pedicure with gel polish          £38

Geleration feet          £22 
Shape nails, push back cuticles and apply gel polish

Aromatherapy pedicure with hot stones          £35   
A relaxing foot treatment using essential oils and hot stone 
massage

* All hand and feet treatments use Jessica.

Removal of Gel polish – 
With no reapplication. 
To include tidy cuticle and conditioning of nail

         £12

Removal of Gel polish – 
followed by reapplication

         £6  

£28
£6

  
*Refresh Gel Polish
Luxury Manicure with Heated Mitts 


